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With only a week or two before the golf season formally arrives with the US Masters, I’m
reminded of a saying from one of the legends of the game that has resonated with me for
years:
‘The more I practise, the luckier I get.’
You have a meeting with a supplier or a customer. When did the preparation for that
meeting begin? The day before? The week before? Or two weeks…maybe even a month
before?
Or indeed, have you ever been on the way to a meeting and it’s only then that you start to
play out in your mind the conversations you might have, or consider the direction you want
the meeting to take?
How do you expect to maximise success for you and your business if you do not prepare
effectively? Would an actor only look at their lines hours before the curtain is raised on
their debut performance? Would Tiger Woods turn up half an hour before teeing off at
Augusta National, wolf down a cooked breakfast and head out onto the course in the hope
that he will play well?
Negotiation is just like any other skill - it will improve with practice. Think of it as fine
tuning your performance for the big match or the friday night theatre performance.

Practising a negotiation, going through the potential objections and analysing your
responses in advance of your meeting can provide enormous benefits. By literally playing
out the negotiation as part of your preparation, you will gain a better view from inside the
head of the other party, enabling you to foresee objections that may be raised.
This will improve the agility of your performance on the day as you will be able to actively
navigate alternative routes when objections do arise. By drawing on ideas you had during
your preparations, you will be more adept at spotting opportunities to add value for your
business.
“The more I practise, the luckier I get,” is a quote that was coined by Gary Player and he was
certainly “lucky” throughout his career, winning no less than 9 major championships,
including 3 US Masters.
Reportedly the quote originally came about after a “good old boy with a big hat” stumbled
across Gary practising in a greenside bunker. After seeing Player hole out at his first
attempt, the golfer offered him “50 bucks” to do it again. In went the next attempt. “100
bucks if you hold the next one” said the old boy. In goes the third shot in a row. “Boy - I
have never seen anyone so lucky in my life.”
Negotiators should always give themselves the best chance of being lucky, so get practising.
Remember…90% of negotiation success is preparation.

